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DEVICE FOR LOCKING THE MICROMETRY GRINDING ADJUSTMENT IN
COFFEE GRINDERS

The present invention relates to a device for locking the micrometric

grinding adjustment in coffee grinders.

Coffee g rinders are known , com pris ing a casi ng hous ing two

superposed grinding wheels, one of which is rotated by an electric motor, the

other being movable axially relative to the former by operating a threaded ring

nut engaging in the casing which houses the grinding wheels.

In these machines the degree of grinding is continuously adjustable by

the threaded coupling, which enables the grinding wheels to be moved axially

towards and away from each other, and by a system of elastic members which

enable any slack arising with in the connection between the constituent

mechanical members of the adjustment system to be taken up.

These known adjustment systems present however the drawback that

the set degree of adjustment is not always guaranteed, as the vibrations

caused by the motor, the expansion of the system components caused by

temperature gradients, and the thread wear caused by the passage of time

and by use, cause the ring nut to move relative to the casing, with consequent

variation in the degree of grinding.

To obviate these drawbacks, locking systems have been proposed

consisting of a screw which causes the ring nut to engage the casing or the

grinding wheel carrier.

However, if the screw engages the casing, the slack in their threads

means that the ring nut loses perpend icularity to the motor axis, with

consequent loss of perpendicularity to the grinding wheel carrier.



If the screw engages the grinding wheel carrier, the traction exerted by

the screw causes loss of perpendicularity to the grinding wheel carrier, with

consequent grinding irregularity.

Locking systems ensuring grind ing wheel parallel ism also exist,

however these do not enable the degree of grinding to be adjusted

continuously.

An object of the invention is to eliminate these drawbacks by providing

a micrometric adjustment locking device which not only enables grinding

wheel parallelism to be maintained, but at the same time enables the degree

of grinding to be continuously adjusted.

This and other objects which will be apparent from the description are

attained, according to the invention, by a device for locking the micrometric

adjustment of the degree of grinding in coffee grinders as described in claim

1.

Two preferred embod iments of the present invention are further

clarified hereinafter with reference to the accompanying drawings, in which:

Figure 1 is a longitudinal part section through a grinding chamber provided

with the adjustment device of the invention,

Figure 2 is a plan view thereof,

Figure 3 is a plan view of the ring nut for micrometric adjustment,

Figures 4 and 5 show the adjustment device in detail, and

Figures 6 and 7 show a modified embodiment thereof.

As can be seen from the figures the micrometric adjustment locking

device according to the invention comprises substantially a lower grinding

wheel carrier 2 , an upper grind ing wheel carrier which together define a



grinding chamber, and a ring nut 8 for adjusting the upper grinding wheel

carrier 4 .

The grinding wheel carrier 2 , to which the lower grinding wheel 16 is

fixed by screws 14 , rotates rigidly with the shaft 10 of an electric motor.

Likewise the upper grinding wheel 18 is fixed to the upper grinding

wheel carrier 4 by screws 14'.

The upper grinding wheel carrier 4 is provided with four equiangular

radial appendices 48 provided lowerly with pegs 50.

The upper grinding wheel carrier 4 is of substantially cylindrical shape

for fitting into the top a traditional cap (not shown in the drawings) for

conveying coffee granules into the grinding chamber.

The upper grinding wheel carrier 4 and the lower grind ing wheel

carrier 2 are housed inside a hollow cylindrical casing provided with a conduit

6 for exit of the coffee powder.

The upper annular rim of the casing 20 comprises four equiangular

cyl indrical seats 22 for housing coil springs 24, an arc of the annular rim

between two adjacent seats being provided with a curved slot 26 of inverted T

cross-section.

The seats 22 are of suitable size for inserting therein the appendices

48 of the upper grinding wheel carrier 4 .

The slot 26 is closed at one end and open at the other end where it is

connected to a seat 22 for inserting a slider which is also of inverted T-shape

and is provided with an operating arm 30.

The thickness of the horizontal portion of the T-shaped slider 28 is

less than the horizontal portion of the T-shaped slot 26.



The vertical portion of the T-shaped slider is provided with a threaded

hole 32.

The upper inner surface of the casing 20 comprises a threaded portion

34 cooperating with a corresponding threaded portion 36 of the ring nut 8 .

The annular edge of the ring nut 8 comprises a plurality of equiangular holes

40 with the angle a less than the angle β through which the slot 26 extends.

The adjustment locking device of the invention is used in the following

manner.

The drive shaft 10 is inserted into the grinding chamber and the lower

grinding wheel carrier 2 is connected to the shaft by a bolt 42. The grinding

wheel 16 is fixed to the lower grinding wheel carrier 2 . The slider 28 is then

inserted into the slot 26 through the cylindrical seat, and is prevented from

withdrawal by applying a setscrew 44 into a corresponding seat provided in

the slot.

The springs 24 are then inserted into the cylindrical seats 22, after

which the upper grinding wheel carrier 4 is inserted with the grinding wheel 18

into the casing 20 so that the appendices 48 enter the seats 22 and the pegs

50 enter the springs 24 in order to prevent rotational movements of the upper

grinding wheel carrier during grinding.

The ring nut 8 is then screwed towards the casing 20 such that the

upper grinding wheel carrier 4 approaches the lower grinding wheel carrier 2 .

When the required level of approach between the two grinding wheels has

been achieved, the slider 28 is rotated such that the hole 32 of its vertical

portion faces one of the holes 40 of the ring nut 8, then a screw 46 is inserted

into them such that by engaging in the threaded hole 32 of the T-shaped slider

28 it causes this to rise. Following this raising, the horizontal portion of the



slider 28 engages by friction with the upper horizontal portion of the slot 26, to

hence block any undesired rotation of the ring nut 8 .

It should be noted that as the angle a is smaller than the angle β , the

threaded hole 32 of the slider 28 can be made to face one of the holes 40 for

any position of the ring nut.

In the embodiment illustrated in Figures 6 and 7, the annular rim of the

ring nut is lowerly provided with a plurality of seats 52 for engaging a pin 54

rigid with the slider 28.

In this embodiment, the grinding degree adjustment is locked by

rotating the ring nut 8 and positioning the slider 28 in the slot 26 such as to

engage the pin 54 in the sea 52. The screw 46 is then rotated to raise the

slider 28 until it interferes by friction with the upper surface of the slot 26.



C L A I M S

1. A device for locking the micrometric adjustment of the degree of

grinding in coffee grinders, comprising:

- a hollow cylindrical casing (20) for housing the lower grinding wheel carrier

(2), which is connected to a motion transmission shaft, and for housing the

upper grinding wheel carrier (4), which is axially movable,

- a threaded ring nut (8) engagable in said casing (20) to adjust the position

of the upper grinding wheel carrier (4),

characterised in that:

- said ring nut (8) comprises at least one seat (40, 52) for inserting a peg (54,

46) for locking its rotation,

- said casing (20) comprises an undercut slot (26) in wh ich a s l ider (28)

cooperating with said peg is housed, the thickness of said slider being less

than the thickness of said slot,

and further characterised by comprising means engaging said slider (28), to

cause it to rise and to interfere by friction with the upper wall of the slot.

2 . A device as claimed in claim 1, characterised in that the ring nut (8)

comprises a plurality of equiangular seats (40, 52).

3 . A device as claimed in one of the preceding claims, characterised in

that the angular width a between two adjacent seats (40, 52) of the ring nut

(8) is not greater than the angular extent β of the slot (26).

4 . A device as claimed in one of the preceding claims, characterised in

that said peg (54) is rig id with the slider (28) and engages in a seat (52)

provided in the lower surface of the ring nut.

5 . A device as claimed in one of the preceding claims, characterised in

that said peg (46) forms the slider engagement means.



6 . A device as claimed in one of the preceding claims, characterised in

that the slot (26) is of inverted T cross-section.

7 . A device as claimed in one of the preceding claims, characterised in

that the slider (28) is of inverted T cross-section.

8 . A device as claimed in one of the preceding claims, characterised in

that the slider (28) is provided with an operating arm (30).

9 . A device as claimed in one of the preceding claims, characterised in

that said seat consists of a hole (40), said peg consisting of a threaded screw

(46) simultaneously engaging one of said holes and a corresponding threaded

seat (32) of the slider (28).

10 . A device as claimed in one of the preceding claims, characterised in

that the casing (20) comprises seats (22) for housing elastic means (24)

acting against the upper grinding wheel carrier (4).
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